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PARASITES SPOTLIGHT

AGE AMNESTY

Parasites are not just unpleasant, they
can cause deadly diseases, some of
which just affect our pets, while some
can affect us as well.  From the 16th
November we will be focusing on these
pests on our social media posts.  Please
follow us to find out more!  Our social
media handle is @VetPawsitive on
Facebook, Twitter and Instagram.

Puppies and kittens grow fast!  This is
Lottie the Cockerpoo in June, and in
November.  Regular growth checks when
they are young can help to prevent
obesity when they are older.  To promote
this, we offer free of charge weight
checks for puppies and kittens who have
their initial vaccinations with us.
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It can be very difficult to get insurance for
older pets as many companies will not take
on new policies for pets over the age of 8.
Agria are waiving their upper age limit on
policies taken out until the end of November
so your pet can be protected with a lifetime
policy.  Visit http://bit.ly/2nXS3S9 to sign up.

PUPPIES AND KITTENS



OUT AND ABOUT

FOLLOW US!
We have over 200 Likes on Facebook!  If
you are not already, please like and
follow us for regular updates on our
service and content about general pet
care.  We can also be found on Twitter
and Instagram @VetPawsitive.
Please also share with your friends!

DIABETES
November is Pet Diabetes Awareness
Month.  Did you know that dogs and cats
can suffer from diabetes, just like we can.  
The most common first sign of diabetes
is an increase in thirst.  Other conditions
can also cause this but all need
investigating.  If your pet seems more
thirsty than they used to, book a visit
today.
 
The earlier treatment is started, the
better.
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We will be having a stall at various dog
shows and Christmas Fairs over the
next few weeks so keep an eye out for
us and pop over to say hello!


